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S. R. No. 529

Senator Johnson

A RESOLUTION
Honoring Joshua Siderits on receiving a 2020 Congressional
Award Gold Medal.
WHEREAS, The members of the Senate of the 133rd General
Assembly of Ohio are pleased to pay tribute to Joshua Siderits on
being presented with a 2020 Congressional Award Gold Medal; and
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WHEREAS, Joshua Siderits has established high personal goals
and has striven to reach his potential. By completing 400
volunteer hours, 200 hours of personal development, 200 hours of
physical fitness, and a five-day/four-night exploration, he has
distinguished himself among a select group of young people whose
accomplishments and integrity merit praise; and
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WHEREAS, Undaunted by challenges, Joshua Siderits has always
pursued his objectives with initiative and persistence, and he has
set a fine example for his peers with his vitality, intelligence,
confidence, and positive outlook. The experience and selfconfidence he has gained in pursuit of this distinction, which
included martial arts, classical guitar, community volunteer
initiatives, and visiting family in Austria, will no doubt be of
great benefit to him throughout his lifetime; and
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WHEREAS, Joshua Siderits’ success in all of his endeavors is
an excellent reflection not only on him but also on his family and
his community. The initiative, devotion, and hard work he has
exhibited in every effort will greatly aid him in meeting the
challenges of the future, and we look forward to him fulfilling
his fantastic promise; therefore be it
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RESOLVED, That we, the members of the Senate of the 133rd
General Assembly of Ohio, in adopting this Resolution, commend
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Joshua Siderits on his recent accolade and salute him as one of
Ohio’s finest young citizens; and be it further
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RESOLVED, That the Clerk of the Senate transmit a duly
authenticated copy of this Resolution to Joshua Siderits.
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